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Get your Art in Focus

Mark your calendars!
The next TRAG General Member meet-
ing will be on Monday, May 11 at 7PM 
at the Pioneer Community Center. 

Got an idea for TRAG?
Let us know! 
suggestions@threeriversartistguild.com

Volume 8 Issue 5

Greetings, Members!

Our general meeting is scheduled for Monday, May 11. 

We are pleased to announce our guest speaker is attorney Andrew 
Kugler, whose topic is “Copyright: What You Need to Know as an 
Artist.”

We will meet as usual in the Wagon Room basement area of Pioneer 
Center, on the corner of 5th and Washington Streets, Oregon City.

Meeting begins at 7:00 p.m.

Bring paper and pencil to take notes.  You might consider bringing a 
folding chair, as we have a limited number available for us. 

Guests welcome, so let your artist friends know. 

See you Monday evening!
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Are you a new member? Want to be featured here? 
Contact Membership Coordinator Sue Thomas: 
membership@threeriversartistguild.com

Welcome New Members!TRAG General Meeting Minutes
TRAG is now at 143 members with these 7 new members:

Diana West from Oregon City can be reached at 
Dianajeane@icloud.com and does pencil, color pencils, and 
watercolor.

Amy Stoeber joined with her 10 year old daughter Sophia 
Stoeber from West Linn and does acrylic on canvas and 
jewelry.  Her e-mail is awstoeber@hotmail.com.

Christina and Roger Fowler-Thias are from Oregon City, 
both can be reached at cftrft@comcast.net.  Christina is 
a studio jeweler in metals and mixed media, her sites 
are TheGryphonStone.etsy.com and thegryphonstone.
blogspot.com.  Her career has been in counseling but she 
has studied art her whole life and done jewelry and mixed 
media for the last 20 years.  For the last 3 years she has 
done metal smithing at Multnomah Arts Center.  Roger is 
a graduate of the School of Visual Concepts in Seattle.  He 
also was a designer and illustrator for the Seattle Times.  
As a member of the Watercolor Society of Oregon he does 
oil, watercolor and pen and ink.

Susan Black has The Black Star Studio in Aurora and can 
be reached at susanb224@aol.com.  She does watercolor, 
oil and chalk pastels, and graphite and is   a member/board 
member of the Aurora Artisan Woodbarn Art Center and /
Association.

Richard Gaffield joined TRAG this month, from Happy 
Valley, and can be reached at rgaffield@mindspring.com 
He has 20 years experience as a computer graphics and 
desktop publishing and 14 years experience in interactive 
website design and development, working in New York 
for 25 years as a producer and artistic director, completing 
his MA in theater at Binghampton and SUNY Purchase. 
Previous to this he operated a photography studio in 
Chicago specializing in fashion and advertising.  Also 
a diverse artist, he does acrylic, watercolor, collage, 
photography, and conte crayon.

We will have both the April and May General Meeting 
Minutes in our next newsletter. We apologize for the delay!
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Community Happenings
Lynda Orzen Accepts 2015 Library Supporter of the 
Year Award

Member Lynda Orzen 
accepted the 2015 
Library Supporter 
of the Year Award at 
the Oregon Library 
Association’s Eugene 
annual conference 
on April 17th.  She 
represented the “OC 
Backs the Carnegie” 
PAC, which worked 
tirelessly for approval 
of the $6 million 
bond measure for the 
Carnegie Library’s 
expansion.  Long-time library advocate Lynda jumped into 
action by heading up the PAC. 

“The award is granted for demonstrated excellence in 
supporting and promoting Oregon libraries,” explains 
Lynda.  “Being a volunteer often means many hours 
of hard behind-the-scenes work, sometimes with little 
feedback or recognition.   Our volunteers worked hundreds 
of hours during the campaign.  We went to neighborhood 
meetings, Rotary, Optimists and Lions meetings, and 
several Chamber events.”  

“We were pleased to earn the support of the business 
community and schools,” she continues.  “Library Director 
Maureen Cole inspired us with her energy throughout 
the entire process.  It was an honor to work with such a 
talented and hard-working group of volunteers.”

Like Lynda, many TRAG members have also joined the 
Friends of the Oregon City Library organization.  Several 
attended last November’s Friends luncheon, donating 
artwork for a fund-raising raffle.  Ingrid Aubry manages 
the Friends’ membership records.  TRAG’s long-standing 
relationship with the Oregon City library has taken many 
forms, including the shared gallery/book store on 7th 
Street and the Carnegie Library summer art show.  The 
annual event has been suspended this year due to the 
library construction, but we’re hoping it will return in 2016. 

Marilyn Woods’ Abstracts in Artist Exhibit Program

Marilyn’s colorful abstracts line the main lobby wall of 
Clackamas County’s Development Services Building in 
Oregon City as part of the Artist Exhibit Program (AEP).  
The striking designs hint at a third dimension, with unique 
textures and mixed media accents. 

“Due to my 
background 
in ceramics,” 
she writes, “I 
love texture, 
asymmetrical form, 
color nuances and 
freedom of motion.  
With ceramics, you 
don’t get to see 
the colors until you are finished.  [Acrylics] let me play 
with color in a way that is very different than clay. Yet the 
textures I love seem to spill over into the paintings.” 

The nine works range from suggested landscapes with 
titles like “Autumn” to the symbolic “Empowerment,” and 
the purely abstract “Ascending in Red.”  Varied colors and 
textures dance on the gallery wall, inviting viewers to stop 
on their way to their county activities.  

Marilyn’s exhibit will be on display through July 9th.  You 
can see more of her work and contact her on her website 
at http://woodhillstudio.com.  
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From time to time artists have asked if there is anyone who 
would create a website for them. If you have an interest in 
this, or have other skills to offer TRAG members, please let 
webmaster@threeriversartistguild.com know and we’ll put 
your name, email and telephone number on the website.

Three Rivers Gallery & Gifts has space for classes!

Now is the time to sign up to teach classes for 2105. Get 
on the calendar and share your passion for art. 

The policy is as follows:

 Class Fee - $ 40 per day, payable in advance to TRAG.

 Class Hours - anytime between: 
 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday 
 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 Sunday

  Suggested Number of Participants - ten or less

  Classes need not be art oriented. (Poetry, writing, 
crafts welcome)

 Instructor should bring supplies.

 Pack out garbage and leave space neat and tidy.

 No loud noises (musical instruments) or odors (Oil 
paints) allowed.

 Space covered by liability insurance. 

 Questions and sign up to be directed to classes@
threeriversartistguild.com

TRAG member Karla Piatt is showing in the Mt. Tabor Art 
Walk on May 16th and 17th.

See her art work at House #8 at 6653 SE Ash Place

See artwork for the community at: www.MtTaborArtWalk.
com

Karla Piatt 
www.fusion-by-karla.com 
GDNW_Art@comcast.net

Ingid Aubry has some 
grids for sale. Four 2 x 
4 feet black metal grid 
panels plus 2 sets of 
T-legs for $25

JQ Graphics 
503-723-0042

Bonnie Burlew is selling camera equipment.  If you 
are interested in more information or purchasing, please 
contact Bonnie at 503-686-5405 

Spotmatic w/Tak28 – case,lens cap $80 
Spotmatic  w/Tak50 – cap $80 
Tak 50  $75 
Vivitar 135 2.8 m42 $25 
Canon EF 75-300 4-5.6 IS  $160

Canon Rebel XT w/18-55 $150 
Sony RX100- $300 
Hoodman Loupe $35

Rikenon 1352.8 m 42 $25 
Bower Pro Digital HD DSLR  .42x46mm   $25 
Vivitar 55  2.8 macro $80 
Tokina 11-16mm  $375

Canon Extender EF 2X$150 
Canon T31 w/18-55   $400

Epson Stylis Pro 3880 with 10 ink cartridges (Printer)  
$1000

Mats of various sizes in packages of 25 or so plus the back 
boards.  
Various frames, some new ..
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221 Gallery – A Close Encounter
A weathered Planning Department customer stopped in 
his tracks when he saw Dan and Sue Hines’ wood relief 
carvings on the Department’s 221 Gallery wall.  Gingerly, 
he lifted his hand to touch the rugged carved elk, bugling 
proudly in his carved fir forest.  “I came in for the boring 
stuff,” he quipped, raising a roll of papers in his other hand.  
Turning back to the elk, he added, “but this is incredible.”

All three artists showing at the 221 Gallery’s current 
rotation offer viewers a kind of close encounter.  Next to 
the Hines’ tactile carvings of beavers, bears, trout, elk and 
eagles, one can see Donna Severson’s stunning landscape 
photography.  

“As a child, I spent my time outdoors,” her artist’s 
statement explains.  “Being at the right place at the 
right time with the perfect light . . . that is my goal.  And 
because I want to hold onto that moment forever, I have 
become a photographer.”  Her photographs allow us to 
hold those moments with her, as she captures the waters 
of Annecy, France, or a lonely shoreline dock, or an aged 
stone staircase lined with ferns.

Susan Schenk’s innovative collages engage us in mental 
conversation as she creates juxtapositions of imagery 
and meaning.  “Glyph Story” reminds us of both ancient 
petroglyphs and modern graphic design.  “Orienting” 
spoofs a modern driver, flanked by timepieces and 
gadgetry.  “Home with a View” shows us a bird’s nest 
nestled in abandoned machinery at the local Blue Heron 
mill. 

The 221 Gallery allows us to get “nose close” to these 
fascinating works.  See them, touch them, and enjoy your 
own close encounter with art! 
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Three Rivers Artist Guild operates a gallery located inside the 
Singer Hill Cafe at 623 7th Street.

Gallery Spotlight

Gallery News

Are you currently showing or have shown in a gallery? Share 
the gallery name, address, telephone number and/or website 
with our webmaster@threeriversartistguild.com and we’ll 
keep a handy list for all our members to peruse and use. 

Hello Artists,

We are recruiting volunteers.

If you would like to help us during any 
of the art in/art out days, we could use 
your help. 

You would certainly not be required to 
do every rotation, but you might want 
to give a day or two of time to one or 
two rotations a year. 

We need people to help with 
inventorying an artist out of the 
gallery.  This requires helping them 
take their art down, noting the 
inventory number on the inventory 
sheet, helping them wrap their art, 
possibly help carry it to their car.

We need people to help with 
inventorying an artist into the gallery.  
This requires checking they have their 
paperwork filled out and checking off 
their inventory as they call out the tag 
number.

We need people to help the next day 
(Monday) setting up the art.

If you can devote some of your 
valuable time, we would welcome 
you joining the gallery committee and 
helping as you can.

If interested, email gallery@
threeriversartistguild.com and let 
them know.

The following artists are 
displaying at the gallery 
this cycle:
Ha Austin - ceramics 
Denise Avery - photography OC 
Tom Bliquez - wood 
Carol Bresky - Fused Glass 
Bonnie Burlew - oils 
Tom Cook - pottery, ceramics 
Sheri Daniels - small purses  
Kerin Dimeler-Laurence - jewelry 
Everett Edwards - Raku Fish 
Rebecca Evans - photography 
Sharron Evans - Jewelry   
Phyllis Flury - glass 
Linda Merry Gross - Paper, Bead, 
Fiber 
Judy Haas - acrylics, watercolors 
Peggy Hayes - Mixed Media, Soft 
Sculpture 
Jeannie Hemming - Etch a sketch, 
Acrylic 
Dan Hines - carved wood art 
Sue Hines -  jewelry 
Sandy Ingalls - photography  
Steven Ingalls - photography  
Holly Kroening - Watercolor 
Mitzi Kugler - fused glass 

Gail Maire - hand bags 
Tonya Meyer - Jewelry 
Kathleen Mitchell - watercolor, oil & 
acrylics,  
Bonnie Moore - watercolors 
Doug Owen - photography, oils,  
Rob Oxley  - wood, ceramics, metal, 
rock 
Karla Piatt - fused glass acrylic canvas 
Jo Dee Post - beaded jewelry 
Anita Reuther  - Painting, Drawing, 
Prints 
Marianne Ryder - acrylic, watercolor, 
pencil, beading 
Susan Schenk - Watercolor, Oil, Mixed 
Media 
Billie Shults - photography 
Linda Spillum - Collage, Photography, 
Wood 
Mary Lou Sullivan - mixed media 
Susan Thomas - drawing, painting 
Thomas Tietze -  jewelry  
Paul Trapp - painting, drawing 
John Trax -  photography, wood 
Susan Van der Naald - jewelry  
Jerilyn Walker - Jewelry, Woodcraft 
Jude Welter - painting 
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May 2015 Artist of the Month: Marianne Ryder

Want to be the next Artist of the Month?
Contact Tonya Meyer or Holly Kroening about showing 
your work at Three Rivers Gallery and Gifts!
gallery@threeriversartistguild.com

Don’t forget! You must be a paid member to show in the 
gallery! Please bring your payment to the general meeting 
or contact Sue Thomas: 
membership@threeriversartistguild.com

Marianne Ryder
Oils, Acrylics,Watercolor 

& Colored Pencil
“My artwork represents three of my life interests – history, 
art and archaeology,” Marianne tells us. “[All three have] the ability to 
uncover and tell hidden stories.” She likes to think that her landscapes 
and still life compositions set the stage for her viewers’ own stories, 
sparking memory or imagination with tales to be told.  

Marianne began working with paints – and words – at 
an early age.  “I’ve been painting for almost as long as I can remember,” 
she offers.  After receiving her BA in Fine Arts from Brandeis 
University with a major in painting, she worked as a technical writer 
to support her artwork.  An adventurous move to 
Oregon opened new vistas for both talents.  

Here, she follows a seasonal pattern in her painting, sketching “plein 
air” (outdoors) in the summer before completing her works indoors 
in the rainy winter. Classically trained in oils, Marianne also enjoys 
acrylics, watercolors and colored pencil.  “Acrylics are easier to work 
with when time and space are limited,” she explains. “I also enjoy 
working with colored pencils and watercolor because they are portable and provide more 
opportunities to explore color and layering techniques.”  

Working with words, she has co-authored two chapters in Brew to Bikes: Portland’s 
Artisan Economy (Ooligan Press, 2010). She is also exploring her own 
book on the history of studio glass.   

Let your own stories find a home in Marianne’s thoughtful landscapes 
and still life works.  Filled with detail and nuanced with color, they read 
like a poem – and can befriend you like a favorite book!  You can reach 
Marianne at mryderart@gmail.com.  
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New Gallery’s First Reception a Success

“You are all Artists of the Day,” said 
Kerin Dimeler-Laurence as she handed 
out nametags to the 36 showing 
artists attending the new gallery’s 
April reception.  Within the first hour, 
27 guests had arrived, with the total 
number of attendees swelling to 87 
later on.  The new gallery buzzed with 
enthusiastic comments about the new 
venue and the wide range of artwork 
represented.  Heather Andrews’ lovely 
harp music wafted into the café, 
bringing patrons to the gallery for a 
closer look and a sip of Singer Hill’s 
wine samplings.  

New member Stacey Carlton was 

especially inspired by the supportive 
atmosphere among fellow artists.  
She noted member Thomas Tietze 
commenting on another’s work, 
saying “You can tell a lot of love and 
thought went into that piece.”  Stacey 
added, “So, the gallery is a place 
where artists can be inspired by and 
admired by their peers!”

Wearing a festive floral that matched 
her mood, Mary Margaret Hite shared 
her success with Stacey.  “This is 
my second time showcasing my 
work.  Overall, I’ve felt good about 
what TRAG offers.  I sold three pieces 
during my first rotation and so far this 

Want to sign up for displaying your art in the Three Rivers 
Gallery & Gifts?  Next available rotations are July/August,  
September/October,  and November/December.

Simply email gallery@threeriversartistguild.com and get on 
the list.  

Approximately 5 weeks before the rotation you will be sent 
an email asking if you still wish to participate.  

If you respond affirmatively within a week, you are then 
on the official list that the gallery committee reviews and 
juries.  

time, I’ve sold one piece.”  “I have 
done very well,” added new member 
Patti Nelson.  “And the members 
of the Guild are so friendly and 
wonderful!”  Gallery sales were brisk, 
bringing in $200 during the event.

TRAG’s Event Planner, Trieste 
Andrews, was especially pleased with 
the growing momentum of the new 
reception schedule.  “I’ve already 
spoken with some of our new artists 
and they’re excited about being a part 
of our next event.  That’s what we 
were hoping for – that people would 
start to anticipate these events.” 

President Linda Merry was pleased 
with the turnout.  “I personally want 
to thank all our dedicated members 
who support our Three Rivers Gallery 
and Gifts by attending the reception 
and inviting family and friends to 
discover our gallery,” she offered.  
Seeing our receptions as a celebration 
of our members’ creativity, she cited 
George Bernard Shaw’s words, “Life 
isn’t about finding yourself.  Life 
is about creating yourself.”  Come 
celebrate creativity with us at our next 
reception!  We’ve already set the date 
for Friday, June 19th, 4PM to 7PM.

If you are selected, a month prior to the rotation you will 
be sent a confirmation email that you will be participating.  
This letter will have all the documents attached, the 
contract, tags, inventory sheet form, 2D requirements and 
work schedule information.  

The gallery is staffed with two individuals, one being a 
trained gallery manager who will open/close, take sales $, 
et cetera.   
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Fine Line Media
In the right hands, fine line drawing 
pens, colored markers and brush pens 
can provide a level of precision that 
makes them unique in the world of 
art media.  Guild members Mickey 
Ronningen and Anita Reuther both 
share a passion for these tools, using 
them in markedly different ways. 

One could say 
Anita is drawn to 
dots.  She began 
experimenting 
with pointillism (a 
drawing technique 
based on dots 
rather than lines 
or crosshatching) 
forty years ago.  
Her interest was 
renewed recently 
when shoulder 
surgery temporarily 
limited her arm movement.  “I fell in 
love with it again during that time,” 
she recalls.  “Small subjects [like 
songbirds] seem to call me to portray 
them in a different light.” 

“Currently, I use Pigma Micron Size 
005 black pens that are archival, acid 

free, waterproof and fade proof,” she 
continues.  “First, I make an outline 
of my subject using widely-spaced 
dots.  Next, interior areas are roughly 
defined.  I hold the pen at a near-
vertical position and gently put it on 
the paper to make a dot – hitting 
the paper too hard or at an angle 
could create a tail on the dot.  When 

the drawing is 
blocked in, the 
fun begins.”  
Anita adds dots 
between other 
dots until she 
achieves the 
desired shading 
or value.  This 
time-consuming 
process works 
best with small 
pieces, which 

spring to life on the paper with 
scientific accuracy.  “And all you have 
to do to clean up,” she adds, “is cap 
the pen and put your paper away.” 

Mickey reminds us of artist Paul Klee’s 
quote, “A line is a dot that went for a 
walk.”  Mickey’s walk with whimsical 
abstracts relies heavily on precise 

lines creating 
patterns of 
circles, triangles 
and long bands 
of color. 

Using templates, 
tape and 
guidelines, 
Mickey makes 
her mark with 
a variety of 
tools.  Two of her 
favorites are the 
Copic marker 

(C10 in cool gray) and the Tombo .55 
point in various colors.  (Copic offers 
multiliners with long replaceable 
nibs for straight-edge work.  Tombo 
offers brush pens with one fine-tip 
end for lines and a soft brush end for 
watercolor effects.) 

Mickey blogs about her artistic 
process on her website, www.artmsr.
com.  Using her tools, she defines 
themes, develops pattern repeats, 
adds asymmetry, inserts shapes for 
stabilization, refines design and makes 
“rhythm changes.”  

Mickey notes that “not much is 
changeable with my tools.  When 
I make a mark, it’s virtually there 
forever.  This yields its own 
challenges.  Sometimes, I envy artists 
who can do ‘do-overs’.  Yet I figure it’s 
just part of the work of generating a 
creative response.”   Mickey’s finished 
works don’t hint at the challenges 
involved in creating them.  They can 
seamlessly juxtapose a humorous 
take on a topic with an orderly, 
architectural convention, creating a 
visual science fiction.      

Whether used for realistic accuracy 
or abstract compositions, these fine 
line media can delve into details for 
fascinating results.  You can see an 
impressive overview of these tools at 
www.museartanddesign.com.
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Paint a Heron in Acrylic
with Melissa Gannon

Always wanted to paint a Great Blue Heron? Well, 
now is your opportunity! We will talk about colors, 
brush loading, and composition. Want some ideas 
about painting trees, water, light and reflection? 
Learn all that and more in this workshop!  We will 
talk about brush loading, color application and 
composition! Bring one or more canvases or papers 
undercoated with light orange, all of your acrylic 
paints, several sizes of flat brushes, paper towels 
and if using heavy bodied acrylics, acrylic glazing 
medium to thin the paint. Photo will be supplied or 
bring your own. Class will include a demo.
Saturday, May 30 • 10:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

At the Gladstone Senior Center
1050 Portland Avenue in Gladstone, OR
Questions: Call Melissa at 503-557-3963
Cost: $45.00

To register call 503-557-3963.
Or download registration form at:
 www.melissagannon.com/workshops
See my work at: www.melissagannon.com.
Space is limited to register now!!!
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Calls for Artists
 Richard Bloom of RBlooms Florist 
each year does a sidewalk plein air/
sale event in Lake Oswego.   (267 A 
Ave, Lake Oswego 97034) Check out 
the website.

The event can accommodate 16 or 
so artists in basically a 4x4 area for 
setup.   The idea is to do plein air but 
also show a few of your paintings for 
sale.

There is no cost to the artist (no space 
rental and no commission)...you keep 
it all.

Richard does announce this event on 
AM Northwest each month and this 
will be our 4th year.

Richard has asked me to help this year 
with contacting potential artists as I 
think we will have about 6-8 spaces 
available this year.   Once I get a 
complete list he and I will sit down 
and plot out June’s schedule.

We want to keep it fresh so moving 
folks around each month might 
happen. 

The dates are June 20, July 18, Aug 
15 and Sept 19th with a wine walk in 
LO on Oct 3rd.     You do not have to 
do every month but can do a couple 
or all.

I will have complete information for 
those that might be interested.

Please contact me at bonnie@
bonnieburlewart.com   or my cell at 
503-686-5405

Looking for Call to Artists 
information? Be sure to sign up for:

 RACC (Regional Arts & Culture 
Council) at www.racc.org

Clackamas Arts Alliance at www.
clackamasartsalliance.org

Both sites offer a phenomenal call to 
artist section.

Art 
     o n  t h e  L a w n

P lein Air at the R ose F arm
august 8, 20 1 5

1 1 :00 am to 3:30 pm
at the will iam holmes house (1847 Rose Farm)

536 holmes Lane, oregon City

Join us for the day at the historic
Rose Farm in oregon City! 

(as an observer or participant)

artists interested in participating in this event
please email pleinair@threeriversartistguild.com.

For future events visit www.threeriversartistguild.com. 

Free admission 
for participating 

artists

watch art i s ts create
or ig inal art!

LOVE TO DRAW AND SKETCH.  
CHECK OUT URBAN SKETCHERS AT

http://urbansketchers-portland.
blogspot.com 
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Avoid these 7 Mistakes when Photographing Art by Garry McMichael via ArtsyShark

Guest blogger Garry McMichael explains common 
mistakes, and helps make photographing your 2D art with 
a digital camera easy.

With online galleries and social media as major sources 
for artists to promote and sell their art today, artists 
need quality photography more than ever. Modern digital 
“point-and-shoot” cameras are a miracle of technology. 
They automatically focus, set the exposure, easily zoom 
in and out, and most of the time they give you great color 
photographs.

Best of all, you can see an immediate preview of the photo 
and if necessary make adjustments. But digital cameras 
are not perfect. If you want quality photographs of your 
art, expect to invest a little time learning how to use your 
digital camera effectively.

Here are seven mistakes artists make photographing their 
art, and what you can do to correct them. These are simple 
mistakes to correct, but uncorrected they can keep you 
out of galleries, exhibits and art fairs. Most important, poor 
photography will keep your art from selling.

1. One of the simplest mistakes artists make 
photographing their art is failing to align themselves 
straight-on with the artwork, thus distorting the shape of 
the art. Have you ever tried taking a photo of a building 
only to have the building look like it’s leaning backwards? 
That’s a perspective problem known as keystoning, and 
it’s caused by the building and the camera lens being 
on two different angles. You get the same effect when 
photographing artwork if you are off to the side, above or 
below the painting.

Any time you photograph a painting, you should center 
yourself so the camera is centered in the middle of the 
painting. The camera lens needs to be at the same angle 
as the art. When you are off to the side or shooting up or 
down, the artwork will be distorted. Another source of 
image distortion comes from using the wide-angle end of 
your zoom lens. Set the camera in the middle of the zoom 
range to minimize lens distortion.

Off Center Photo Distortions: Examples of the effect you 
get if the camera is not directly centered with the art. Left 
image is correctly centered. The middle image the camera 
is off to the side and in the right image the camera is 
shooting us at the painting. The right image was also taken 
with the zoom set to wide angle and you can see how the 
edges of the art are curved.

2. While you are correcting for the distortion, make sure 
you fill the frame with the artwork. Taking a tiny photograph 
of the art gives you a low-resolution image that needs to 
be cropped before using. By cropping, you are limiting the 
size the image can be reproduced.

With a zoom lens on a DSLR it is pretty easy to fill the 
frame, because you can precisely adjust the zoom until 
the frame is filled. With “point-and-shoot” cameras it’s a 
little more difficult. The built in motorized zooms never stop 
exactly where you want. I suggest you select a focal length 
in the middle of your zoom range, then physically move 
your camera closer or further away from the art until you 
filled the frame. For both consistent alignment and filling 
the frame, a steady tripod will make the job easier.

Out of Focus Photo Issues: Here is a view of the LCD 
Viewfinder on a digital point and shoot camera the little 
square in the middle is where the camera is focusing. You 
need something of contrast in this area for the camera 
auto focus to work correctly.

3. Blurred and out of focus images will make your 
photographs unusable. No one will look at images that 
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are not sharp. There are two causes of out of focus 
photographs; failure to hold the camera steady and the 
camera can’t focus on the artwork. 

Taking photographs with point and shoot cameras under 
low light conditions, such as indoors, is especially difficult. 
This problem is easily resolved by using a tripod. If you 
want sharp photos, make a modest investment in a tripod 
to avoid camera blur and improve your ability to fill the 
frame and properly align the image.

4. The problem with the “point-and-shoot” cameras 
failure to focus properly is a little more difficult to resolve. 
Auto focus systems make it much easier to get sharp 
photographs, but when it comes to photographing 2D flat 
art sometimes the autofocus does not work very well.

The problem is auto focus cameras need something of 
contrast in the image to figure out where to focus. In many 
of the “point and shoot” cameras the camera only focuses 
in a small square area in the center of the viewfinder. If you 
happen to have a solid color or your art is “dreamy”, soft or 
foggy your camera’s auto focus system may not work. It 
will just whirl back and forth looking for something to focus 
on.

You could switch to manual focus, but the small LED 
screens on the cameras it is almost impossible to manually 
focus. Look for something of contrast in the painting to 
focus on. Once it is in focus, re-center the artwork in the 
frame and take the photograph. Since the focus systems 
work differently on different camera brands it’s a good idea 
to review the instructions in your camera’s user manual. 
They may offer better techniques to focus on works of art.

Glare on an Oil 
Painting Photo: 
This photograph 
was taken 
outside and you 
can see glare 
caused by the 
sky reflecting 
in the shiny 
surface of the oil 
painting.

5. Sometimes you can’t see the artwork because of glare 
and reflections. These are caused by photographing the art 
when it is framed behind glass, or when the painting has a 
glossy varnish. Highly textured oil and acrylic paintings with 
a glossy varnish are especially prone to having severe glare 
and reflection problems.

If you work with oil or acrylics, make sure to photograph 
your art before you add a glossy varnish. If you work in 
pastels or watercolor, then photograph the artwork before 
you place it behind protective glass. If you are using lights 
to take your photographs, make sure the lights are at a 
45º angle to the camera so they don’t reflect back into the 
camera lens (see diagram 1).

Avoid on camera flash. The flash is much too close to the 
lens and most of the time the flash reflects directly back 
into the lens or causes hot spots on the art work.

6. About 80% of the time you photograph your art the 
exposure will be perfect, but with automatic exposure 
cameras dark (low key) paintings can come out looking 
too light or light (high key) art can look too dark. This 
happens because the camera’s automatic exposure system 
is designed for average (middle range) values and the 
electronics is trying to compensate for the too dark or too 
light artwork.

Even the simplest point-and-shoot cameras offer easy 
ways to make corrections. It’s a system called “Exposure 
Compensation.” Look for the “+/- button” on your camera 
which is used to override the camera’s auto exposure 
system. The +/- button works differently on different 
camera brands and sometimes it is hard to find.

Read the instructions that come with the camera to learn 
how “exposure compensation” works. But there’s good 
news, because using exposure compensation is easy to 
learn and once you have used it a few times you will find it 
an easy adjustment to make.
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Mixed Lighting Photo: The image on the left was 
photographed with a mixture of both incandescent and 
daylight lighting. One side is warmer and the other side 
is cooler. The right image the photograph was taken with 
just daylight. The camera was est on Auto White Balance 
(AWB).

7. Another major problem in photographing of your art is 
the lighting can look uneven or off color. When it comes to 
natural looking lighting you can’t beat Auto White Balance 
(AWB) for improving the accuracy of the colors in your 
paintings.

But AWB isn’t perfect, especially if you are taking photos 
in a location that has more than one light source that gives 
you “mixed” lighting. A good example is taking photos in 
a room with both incandescent lighting and strong daylight 
coming through the windows. Your digital camera becomes 
confused and doesn’t know whether to balance for the 
warm incandescent or the cool daylight.

Make sure you use only one light source, incandescent 
or daylight, and let the AWB do its job. For indoor 
photography I use a couple of daylight balanced (5000K) 
CFL light bulbs in inexpensive shop lamps to photograph 
paintings. You can buy the CFL bulbs and light fixtures for 
under $40 at any Home Depot or Lowes.

If your art is not evenly lit, it’s probably because all the light 
is coming from one direction and isn’t falling evenly on the 
art. This is especially obvious on large paintings. You may 
need to find a location where the lighting is even. Outdoors 
in the shade or indoors with even north light are two good 
choices. If you go outdoors, watch out for reflections and 
glare caused by blue sky or objects behind the camera. I 
like to use two lights equally spaced on both sides of the 
camera and at 45º to the art to achieve even light without 
reflections (see diagram 1).

Artwork Lighting Diagram 1. A good setup for 
photographing art. The camera is directly in front and 
centered with the artwork. A pair of lights are used, 
equally spaced from the art and at 45º to the art to avoid 
reflections.

You have spent a great deal of time learning how to make 
great art, and it will take you a little time to learn how to 
photograph the art. But don’t skimp. It will make a big 
difference in how professional you look and have a big 
influence on your future sales.

Garry McMichael is a 
commercial photographer 
and painter located in St 
Louis, Missouri. A couple 
times a year he teaches 
one-day workshops on 
how to photograph 2D and 
3D art.


